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Misconduct and self-regulation

Failing self-regulating mechanisms in science? 

- Replication studies

- Social control

- Peer review

Merton: “Misconduct and errors in science can hardly occur or persist 

due to these self-regulating mechanisms”. 



Pressing questions

• What does peer review aim to regulate?

• How is peer review structured?

• What responsibilities does it have? And what are its abilities?

• How did this develop over time?



Content

The functions of scientific publishing

The changing forms of peer review

The changing expectations of peer review

Current tensions



The functions of scientific publishing and academic journals

Exchange ideas and 

knowledge
Settle priority issues



Peer review formats

Who is reviewing?

Single editor (peer? review)

Editorial committee

External reviewers (1890s – 1960s)

Anonymous or open?

Strategies to tackle bias and inequality:

Double-blind or (radically) open review



Peer review formats

When does review take place?

Proposal data collection + writing manuscript publication

registered report traditional               post-pub

Assistance, cooperation and specialisation

Usage of IT-tools: plagiarism, image manipulation, references, 9 

Commercial services and cooperation: badges for ‘good science’, cascading review

Statistics reviewers: additional reviewer or computer program



The changing formats of peer review

Differences between formats may be classified along four dimensions:

1. The relative timing of review in the publication process

2. The level of openness or anonymity

3. The level op specialisation and cooperation

4. The extent in which technological assistance is used



Preliminary survey results

Innovation is (very) slow:

+  Single blind, pre-publication review is still prevalent 

-- Open, post-publication, IT-assisted review nearly absent. 

- Little registered reports, double blind review, cooperation, involvement of 

wider community

In general, editors report very little changes in their peer review model since 

2000. 



Expectations of peer review

What should it do?

1. Assure (and improve) quality – distinguishing ‘good’ from ‘bad’ science

2. Providing hierarchy of published results

3. Assure equal and fair opportunities

4. Detect fraudulent and erroneous research

“The peer review 

system was never 

designed to detect 

fraud”

‘Badges’ for valid 

misconduct

‘Badges’ for valid 

research and integrity 

– New designs seem 

to be able to detect 

misconduct



Abilities and expectations: Future directions

• Peer review is increasingly diverse (but innovation is slow)

• Poorly researched, very little evidence on effectiveness

• Future/Current project: Inventory of peer review 

formats in wide range of journals: Fill in the survey!
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